Student Awards for Academic Excellence

〜 Humanities 〜

Classics  
Robert Casey, Sophomore Achievement in Classical Civilization  
Casola Santino, Junior Achievement in Classical Civilization  
Jessica Creason, Sophomore Achievement in Classics  
Jackson Martin, First-Year Achievement in Classical Civilization  
Patrick Waters, First-Year Achievement in Classics  

Communication  
Danielle Como, Sophomore Achievement in Communication  
Hannah Hermann, Junior Achievement in Communication  
Carolyn Thaney, First-Year Achievement in Communication  

English  
Joseph Doyle, Sophomore Achievement in English  
Nathan Galloway, First-Year Achievement in English  
Kevin Kane, Junior Achievement in English  
Katherine Mackey, Sophomore Achievement in English  
Sarah Swanson, First-Year Achievement in English  
Shannon Ward, Junior Achievement in English  

Fine Arts  
Elizabeth Banquer, Junior Theatre Achievement  
Anna Donato, First-Year Photography Achievement  
Joseph Doyle, Sophomore Theatre Achievement  
Lucy Fanto, Junior Studio Arts Achievement  
Emma Hagedoorn, Junior Photography Achievement  
Courtney Kenny, Sophomore Studio Arts Achievement  
Kara MacKaben, First-Year Music Achievement  
Liberty Nank, First-Year Studio Arts Achievement  
Emma Petruzzelli, First-Year Theatre Achievement  
Bailey Ray, Junior Art History Achievement  
Robert Scopelliti, First-Year Art History Achievement  
Alexandria Vigliotti, Sophomore Photography Achievement  

History  
Katie Metzger, First-Year History Achievement  
Olivia Saraf, Sophomore History Achievement  
Jack Weeks, Junior History Achievement  

Modern Languages and Literatures  
Peyton Aleixo, Junior Spanish Achievement  
Jamie Ditzel, First-Year French Achievement  
Erika Rushanan, Sophomore French Achievement  
Brianna Russo, Sophomore Spanish Achievement  
Megan Sullivan, First-Year Spanish Achievement  

Philosophy  
Justin Delcher, Distinguished 300-Level Philosophy Essay Award, First Prize  
Jocelyn Early-Hubelbank, Distinguished 200-Level Philosophy Essay Award, First Prize  
Sarah Flaherty, Distinguished 300-Level Philosophy Essay Award, Second Prize  
Victoria Matos, Distinguished 300-Level Philosophy Essay Award, First Prize  
Eve Schoenberg, Distinguished 200-Level Philosophy Essay Award, First Prize  

Theology  
Katherine Garistro, Sophomore Theology Achievement  
Mark Rose, First-Year Theology Achievement  
Rennae Wigton, Junior Theology Achievement
### Writing
- Eric Boyd, *First-Year Essay Award, Third Place*
- Emma-Joanne Brauchler, *Digital/Multimodal Essay Award*
- Matthew Brown, *Non-Fiction Writing Award, First Place*
- Martin Csongradi, *Persuasion Essay Award*
- Lillian Gretz, *Sophomore Writing Achievement*
- Kyle Hand, *Non-Fiction Writing Award, Honorable Mention*
- Matthew Lawson, *First-Year Essay Award, Second Place*
- Sr. Mary Ngina, *First-Year Essay Award, First Place*
- Miranda Nolan, *Junior Writing Achievement*
- Kaitlin Quigley, *First-Year Writing Achievement*

### Center for the Humanities
- Jillian Fury, *Student Summer Research Fellowship*
- Samantha Kennedy, *Student Summer Research Fellowship*
- Jennifer Meigs, *Student Summer Research Fellowship*
- Maren Ross, *Student Summer Internship*

### Natural and Applied Sciences

#### Biology
- Jack Flynn, *First-Year Biology Achievement*
- Sarah Kujala, *Junior Biology Achievement*
- Lauren Wolford, *Sophomore Biology Achievement*

#### Chemistry
- Benjamin Glezer, *General Chemistry Achievement*
- Sean Scott, *Organic Chemistry Achievement*

#### Computer Science
- Ryan Heenan, *Junior Computer Science Achievement*
- Victoria Matos, *Sophomore Computer Science Achievement*
- Jack Toohey, *First-Year Computer Science Achievement*

#### Engineering
- Jack Baldwin, *First-Year Engineering Achievement*
- Jacob Rombach, *Junior Engineering Achievement*
- Jack Rossig, *Sophomore Engineering Achievement*

#### Mathematics and Statistics
- Jonathan Brooks, *First-Year Statistics Achievement*
- Emily Cebulski, *Sophomore Statistics Achievement*
- Brianna Ditzler, *First-Year Mathematics Achievement*
- Victoria Matos, *Sophomore Mathematics Achievement*
- Zachary Metzler, *Junior Mathematics Achievement*
- Jacob Russo, *Junior Statistics Achievement*

#### Physics
- Brian Hess, *First-Year Physics Achievement*
- Kenneth Audrey Marcelino, *Sophomore Physics Achievement*
- Ethan Mullen, *Junior Physics Achievement*

#### Hauber Summer Science Research Fellowship
- Haley Finley, *Mathematics*
- Gabriele Garofalo, *Engineering*
- Collin Habig, *Physics*
- Alyssa Hulal, *Biology*
- Whitney Kopp, *Engineering*
- Kathryn Lackey, *Biology*
- Marissa Lesky, *Chemistry*
- Kenneth Audrey Marcelino, *Computer Science*

...continue
Social Sciences

Economics
Sean McDermott, Junior Economics Achievement
Olivia Saraf, Sophomore Economics Achievement

Global Studies
Sahshe Gerard, First-Year Global Studies Achievement
Emily Robinson, Sophomore Global Studies Achievement
Hannah Tubman, Junior Global Studies Achievement

Political Science
Martin Davis, Sophomore Political Science Achievement
Margaret Murphy, Junior Political Science Achievement

Psychology
Jane Endres, Sophomore Psychology Achievement
Eve Schoenberg, First-Year Psychology Achievement
Rennae Wigton, Junior Psychology Achievement

Sociology
Kelsey Abrecht, First-Year Sociology Achievement
Gilliam Chambres, Sophomore Sociology Achievement
Hannah Tubman, Junior Sociology Achievement

Speech-Language-Hearing Sciences
Lauren Christie, First-Year Speech-Language-Hearing Sciences Achievement
Erica Ketterer, Junior Speech-Language-Hearing Sciences Achievement
Julianna Mattei, First-Year Speech-Language-Hearing Sciences Achievement
Alexa Stewart, Sophomore Speech-Language-Hearing Sciences Achievement

School of Education

Elementary Education
Sophia Cavacos, Sophomore Elementary Education Achievement
Mia Ferri, First-Year Elementary Education Achievement
Elizabeth Kubaney, Junior Elementary Education Achievement

Secondary Education
Zoe Schmauder, Junior Secondary Education Achievement
Sarah Swanson, First-Year Secondary Education Achievement

Special Education
Sophia Cavacos, Sophomore Special Education Achievement
Mia Ferri, First-Year Special Education Achievement
Mary Mahan, Junior Special Education Achievement

Urban Education
Gillian Chambres, Sophomore Urban Education Achievement
Jason Ciarrocchi, First-Year Urban Education Achievement
John Garrow, Junior Urban Education Achievement

Outstanding Teacher of Promise
Anna Dam, Outstanding Teacher of Promise Achievement
Elizabeth Kubaney, Outstanding Teacher of Promise Achievement
The Joseph A. Sellinger, S.J., School of Business and Management

Academic Discipline Achievement Awards

Elisabeth Abdoo, Junior Business Economics Achievement
Bridget Ball, Junior International Business Achievement
Emily Bennett, Junior Information Systems Achievement
Nicholas Gervasi, Junior Management Achievement
Kelly Harold, Junior Finance Achievement
Anne Hayburn, Junior Accounting Achievement
Peri Ramasamy, Junior Marketing Achievement

Class of 2020 Business Achievement

Elisabeth Abdoo
Caroline Adler
Brittany Albert
Raphael Ayres
Emily Bennett
Christopher Bohn
Frank Boni
Giovanni Borrometi
Chloe Boustan
Austin Brand
Evelis Casey
Sydney Comber
Sean Cullity
Julianne D’Andrea
Charles DeMassi
Caroline Dennin
Jillian DeSantis
Sara Dunleavy
Kristina Duswalt
Caitlin Dwinnell
Kristen Elder
John Farrell
Matthew Ferioli
Vincent Finley
Suzanna Fitzpatrick
Emily Fitzsimmons
Brian Gallagher
Nicholas Gallen
Nicholas Gervasi
Matthew Goller
Kyle Gower
Liam Guarnericco
Stephanie Haas
Kelly Harold
Anne Hayburn
Drew Isennock
Rachel Jackson
Haley Jones
Matthew Jones
Julia Kaldany
Richard Kish
Annika Knutsen
Sarah Korn
Alexis Loffredo
Kendall Magennis
Rose Maisano
Ryan McGlynn
Kevin McKenna
Connor McSherry
Kendra Metcalfe
Erin Misiorek
Jake Mottola
Alana Munn
Justin Nastri
Hannah Niles
Thomas O’Brien
Madeline Ocamb
Erin O’Connor
Lily Prince
Mariana Ramirez Centeno
Peri Ramasamy
Nicholas Spurgeon
Katherine Swade
Matthew Sweeney
Mark Tornetta
Daniel Trocchia
Benjamin Warco
Jingtong Zhi

Class of 2021 Business Achievement

Sara Aloupis
Joseph Battaglia
Spencer Blair
Mark Boran
Madeleine Brenner
Andrew Broderick
Colin Burke
Erin Callahan
Emily Cebulski
Eleni Chakales
Jessica Chicko
Virginia Collins
Angela Cottini
Michael Depman
Nicholas Grasso
Taylor Guarente
Morgan Hall
Kara Hart
Lauren Houser
Peter Kelley
Poovanut Khamhaeng
Karina Kropp
Robert La Penna
Stephen Machak
Liam McDonald
Nicholas Mejia
Erin Murphy
Patricia Oates
Brendan O’Connell
Jillian Olita
Aidan Olmstead
Bridget O’Malley
Megan O’Shaughnessy
Benjamin Oswald
Emma Ozer
Isabel Perez
Alexandra Pickett
Julia Radi

Andrea Ramirez Centeno
Bridget Reinhart
Julia Richardson
Gabrielle Robinson
Christopher Rohan
Sara Safarian
Katherine Sanders
Haley Schulte
Alice Shaw
Brock Shearin
Theresa Stewart
Jennifer Veith
Matthew Watson
Angela Weber
Joseph West
Austin Wieder
Anna Wieneke
Daniel Wigley
Polina Yashnyk